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In this whirlwind tour through marine microbiology and its politics, Stefan
Helmreich (2009) playfully introduces the ‘‘alien ocean,’’ a strange place on
the border of human consciousness. Ranging from the tropical waters of
Hawai’i to the deep basin of Monterey bay to the Sargasso Sea to Jupiter’s
moon Europa, Helmreich looks at how marine microbes dwelling in the
alien ocean are changing the narratives we tell about the origins of life,
kinship, and our (political) relationships to the ocean’s resources. One
would guess that the alien ocean describes the inaccessible depths and
unknown creatures dwelling in the abysses of our world, but actually it
does not describe any specific place. Instead, Helmreich characterizes the
alien ocean as ‘‘a zone suspended between places’’ that we connect to
through chains of negotiation involving our media, exploring technolo-
gies, and social networks.

In two fresh chapters on the politics of microbial bioprospecting in
Hawai’i, Helmreich builds upon Stephen Collier and Aihwa Ong’s work
to interrogate the categories of native/alien. Invasive species introduced
by passing ships have threatened the indigenous biodiversity of Hawai’i for
years. The Hawaiian government—particularly sensitive to the echoes of
colonialism—has worked not only to protect indigenous species from inva-
sive species but also from bioprospectors who seek microbes that might
lead to the next blockbuster drug. With this backdrop in place, Helmreich
examines the biopolitics of what he calls ‘‘blue-green capitalism’’ and how
it is challenged by native Hawaiians. Blue-green capitalism references both
the cyanobacteria (blue-green algae) that serve as a biological resource and
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also serves as an analogue for Hawaiian marine biotechnology where ‘‘blue
stands for speculative sky-high promise and green for a belief in biological
fecundity’’ (p. 107). This colorfully analytic framework enables Helmreich
to view the development of blue-green capitalism itself as a kind of ‘‘inva-
sive species,’’ one that J. Craig Venter has mobilized in his efforts to
sequence the genome of the world’s ocean microbes in his Global Ocean
Survey (Chapter 5).

Chapter 2, ‘‘Dissolving the tree of life,’’ also participates in destabilizing
certainties with what counts as native or as alien, familial or other. Starting
from the speculation that life may have first developed near hydrothermal
vents, Helmreich discusses attempts to trace marine microbes back to a
common ancestor through genetic sequencing techniques in hopes of
clearly revealing further branches of the tree of life. Yet what marine micro-
biologists discovered was that marine microbes laterally transfer genes
with each other—meaning that they are genetically influenced not only
by ‘‘parents’’ but also by their neighbors. Helmreich argues that the ocean,
‘‘a physicality that allows for lateral gene transfer’’ (p. 85), disrupts the idea
that organisms are their DNA alone, simply containers and carriers of
information. This fruitfully adds to conversations in the growing field of
epigenetics, which explores how environmental contexts shape the way
genetic information expresses itself in the organism and how it is shared
between organisms. ‘‘Dissolving the tree of life’’ means giving up the meta-
phor of the tree for tracing microbial genetic heritage to a common ancestor
and instead adopting something like Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizome as a
nonlinear model of microbial heritage.

One of Helmreich’s novel contributions is the way he playfully expli-
cates a ‘‘media ecology’’ of marine science, launching into the media-
saturated world of deep-sea exploration in its first chapter, ‘‘The Message
from the Mud’’—a title already indicating that what we typically think of
as ‘‘messages’’ or ‘‘media’’ will have to include unlikely or unexpected can-
didates. As one of the many updates to Marshall McLuhan’s (1994) classic
text Understanding Media, Helmreich pays attention to the interplay of
media rather than the meaning of any one medium. He conducts his obser-
vations during a voyage of the Point Lobos, a small ship operated by the
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) whose task was to
deploy an ROVAQ1 to collect methane-eating microbes whose DNA would
later be sequenced and interpreted for information about the climate.
Helmreich demonstrates an attentiveness to the relations of scientists and
objects pioneered by Latour and Woolgar (1986) in Laboratory Life and
continued in Matthew Fuller’s Media Ecologies (2005), diving into the
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marginal world of marine science among all its ‘‘stuff:’’ sailing vessels,
submarines, microscopes, specialized cameras and recording devices. Yet
whereas Latour’s much earlier work on actor-networks focused on the
epistemic relations of humans and objects, Helmreich’s account cannot
help but include (ocean) space itself as another material actor in the net-
work, essential for understanding the microbes in their environment.

Helmreich’s chapter on ‘‘Submarine Cyborgs’’ takes up Donna Haraway’s
metaphor of the cyborg from her highly influential essay ‘‘A Cyborg
Manifesto’’ (1991) and ‘‘reoutfits’’ it for use in the underwater realm to
describe various couplings of humans with technology. The term
‘‘cyborg’’—originally coined by Manfred Clynes and Nathan Kline in
1960 to describe the self-regulating human–machine systems of spaceship
plus astronaut—emphasizes not only these mixed couplings but more impor-
tantly their cybernetic coordination. Informational feedback between parts
enables the entire submarine apparatus to function as a cohesive unit, ‘‘a com-
bination of the organic and the machinic kept in tune and on track through
visual, audio, and (human) metabolic feedback’’ (p. 213). The submarine thus
encapsulates and preserves the human lives within, enabling multiple experi-
ences of ‘‘immersion:’’ immersion in the ocean, immersion in media, immer-
sion in the ‘‘ball of culture’’ of marine scientists in the submarine—in short,
immersion ‘‘between zones’’ in the mediated and mediating alien ocean
itself.

‘‘Extraterrestrial Seas’’ more literally explores the connection between
outer space and ocean space, and their resident aliens. Helmreich discusses
the idea that microbes provide clues to the possible evolution of life on other
planets. The astrobiologists who study this possibility often take unusual
environments on Earth as models for extraterrestrial habitats, especially
oceans. In Gaia (1979), James Lovelock speculated that life in extraterrestrial
oceans would leave be detectable by the chemical composition that life would
produce in a planet’s atmosphere. The gases that living organisms most
actively affect—carbon dioxide, methane, oxygen, and water vapor—would
fundamentally affect the climate of the planet and thus leave chemical signa-
tures detectible through astronomical spectroscopy. Just as before, we come to
know the alien ocean through our instruments, through chains of negotiation,
translation, and transduction that interpret its signatures—its biomedia—as
meaningful.

Alien Ocean adds to other interdisciplinary work that seeks to incorpo-
rate the ocean into other fields of study: the historical work on ocean science
by Helen Rozwadowski, Rachel Carson’s lyrical narratives about science
and sea life, the partnership between literature and marine biology
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exemplified by John Steinbeck and Ed Ricketts. Helmreich has generated a
series of original tropes that are sure to travel; science fiction studies might
pick up the ‘‘alien ocean’’ and perform a comparative study of voyages
across ocean space and science fictional voyages across outer space and
the monsters/aliens encountered there. Marxists might pick up on the
‘‘alienated ocean’’ and use it to weigh in on emerging political questions
about the rights to precious metals that could be harvested from deep-sea
vents. Ultimately, Alien Ocean forges a timely and valuable link between
the ocean sciences and the humanities while leaving plenty of space for
new questions to be explored.
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